


SET FOR PIANO

Music by Eric Craven

1 ONE 2.58

2 TWO 4.49

3 THREE 2.27

4 FOUR 3.59

5 FIVE 4.46

6 SIX 1.58

7 SEVEN 4.02

8 EIGHT 8.49

9 NINE 5.25

10 TEN 2.30

11 ELEVEN 4.39

12 TWELVE 22.13

Total CD duration 68.41
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SET FOR PIANO – Eric Craven

Notes by Robert Worby

This collection of 12 pieces by Eric Craven maps out a journey from the known to the
unknown, from the familiar to the experimental, from the directly linear to the serpentine
twists and turns embodied in new discovery. At the end of the journey only the essentials
are manifested; conventional melody and harmony, dynamics, articulation and phrasing
distil into pure, refined pitch and, at this point, the music is completely stripped down
enabling notes to float freely.

Craven’s compositional method bucks the trend for works where the tiniest nuance of every
performance gesture is written into the score, producing incredible complexity and huge
challenges for the performer. Set for Piano challenges performers in different ways,
eventually drawing them right into the note to note procedure and inviting them to
contribute to the form.

This way of working does not signal Eric Craven’s rejection of the composer’s role. He is not
attempting to cast off his responsibility or pass it on to anyone else. In fact, in this series of
pieces, the composer’s role is somewhat exaggerated because the range of styles is
constantly evolving and developing. Craven leads the listener from a soundworld that is
familiar, but never entirely cosy, through a gradual honing and sharpening of harmonic
language and rhythmic gesture to a musical world where notes are set free from the
constraints of the composer’s inclinations, aspirations and determinations. At this point the
performer is invited to become part of the compositional process.

From the very outset Craven gives licence to the performer to determine some of the
musical parameters for themselves. In all of the pieces in Set for Piano, tempo and dynamics
are determined by the player; they are not prescribed by the composer. While this idea is
unusual it is not without its antecedents. In Bach’s keyboard music, tempo markings are
seldom given; similarly with dynamics. But after Bach’s time composers increasingly dictated
how their music should be performed. Beethoven, Chopin and Liszt all developed written, or
scored, instructions for the performer, and as music moved into the middle of the 20th



century some composers, especially those from the European avant-garde, began to
precisely determine every nuance of every sound they notated. The relationship between
the composer and the performer became ever more defined, prescribed and to some extent
dictatorial.

But this one-way flow of musical authority was disrupted in America in the 1950s, primarily
by John Cage and his circle. In the process of attempting to liberate sounds Cage involved
performers in musical processes rather than with musical objects and at the end of Set for
Piano, in the final piece entitled TWELVE, the performer becomes part of a musical process.
In the score, only pitches are given and the performer is invited to determine rhythmic
groupings, dynamics, articulation, phrasing and all other details. It is as if she or he has been
handed a construction kit the instructions for which have been lost. Or maybe it’s that there
were never any instructions in the first place. The performer takes the material and puts it
together for him- or herself. Eric Craven calls this Non-Prescriptive Music. At the end of this
musical journey his primary musical building block – pitch – is liberated from the constraints
of bar lines, harmony, register and rhythm to manifest itself as a free floating entity to be
shaped entirely by the performer. A score of this kind has much in common with music from
the Experimental Music tradition and is close to Cage’s idea that musical notation should
refer to what a performer has to do rather than what a listener might hear. Looking at
TWELVE, and its instructions, it is unclear how the piece might sound.

When this musical journey, from ONE to TWELVE, is completed, listeners find themselves at
some distance from where they began. But they might realise that, en route, they have
traversed familiar terrain, observed recognizable features in the landscape and acquainted
themselves with the twists and turns in the pathway.



ONE

A bright parade of semi-quavers presents a harmonic thread that coils in spirals round and
round and round in a series of modulations. Very occasionally the parade trips up in a quirky
rhythmic variation. Eventually the spiralling simply comes to a halt with three sustained
chords.

TWO

Harmony. Block chords. Progressions that evoke memories of jazz or a piano being played in
another room. TWO sounds like music that is overheard. It might be Paris at the turn of the
20th century when composers were trying to work out how to escape the grip that Vienna
had on music. Here, Mary Dullea takes a relaxed tempo that allow the resonances to breath
but not so relaxed that they droop and expire.

THREE

Skipping, dotted Terpsichore tensioned with light dissonance. The bouncing rhythm of the
right-hand melody beguiles the pitches of the left which are tightly packed triads whose
notes jostle together like commuters in a packed elevator.

FOUR

A shifting metre creates a feeling of elasticity within a gentle stream of quavers. In this
performance these ebbs and flows are emphasised with sympathetic rubato and subtle
dynamics. Where this stream is heading is uncertain; upstream and downstream are
connected only by the instance of single moments which are never still.

FIVE

A two part invention. Only single notes in both hands. The left hand descends and descends
and descends and then begins descending again, this time starting from a different place. As



it picks out the melody, the right hand falls out of step with the left creating harmonic
suspensions and a rhythmic variety that propels the music forward. Towards the end, right
and left merge, the one assisting the other to their final destination.

SIX

This strident, energetic, searching etude is the shortest piece in the Set. Uncluttered
dissonance coupled with alternating left-right, left-right, low-high, low-high rhythm pushes
everything along. Sudden, short silences punctuate the movement causing slight pivoting
and changes in direction. 'Where now?' 'Here?' 'No! There'.

SEVEN

Jazzy roots show through in the harmony, flourishes and energy of this piece. At first this is
not clear until a few trickster ornamentations flaunt themselves and declare their origins.
There’s a hint of Cubist ‘cut and paste’ about the music as if we're hearing a pianist
practicing and trying out new material. Just as the piece gets going a few slithery chords
suggest a new idea but soon things are moving along again. These chords reappear in a new
guise later in the piece and, in keeping with the harmonic language, some dissonant clashes
are smoothed over.

EIGHT

A piece of three halves. A-B-A. A sonata, but an inside-out sonata. It begins slowly with
gently, spread arpeggios drawing the ear to vertically stacked pitches. The sustain pedal
allows perpetuating resonances to wash around revealing the sonic spectrum of hammered
strings. The overtone structure of hammered strings is microtonal. It is not consonant but
dissonant and this dissonance can be heard in the metallic grinding of partials deep inside
the familiar rich tone of the piano. In the B section, dissonance is articulated by gaunt,
angular rhythm before the A section returns to manifest the origins of this pianistic
dissonance.



NINE

NINE picks up some threads left undone by EIGHT and nervously presents them to the world.
This piece has great hesitancy and fragility and here Mary Dullea works with this through
articulation and dynamics. The notes explore the piano, its sounds and its resonances. The
eddies and whirlpools of FOUR are heard again but now the stream flows less forcefully.
Here the turbulence swirls more pensively but it is perhaps a little jumpy. Discordant pitches
colour the chords but this is heard more as timbre than as harmony. There is perhaps in the
whole a kind of pre-echo of TWELVE.

TEN

TEN is almost a single line and as such it’s taken for a walk by a disorientated, twitchy
wayfarer. This piece marries the go-stop-go qualities of SIX with the nervousness of NINE.
The slithery chords of SEVEN attempt to make themselves known again but this time they
are abrupt as if they had bumped into the twitchy, line walker.

ELEVEN

As this musical voyage nears its conclusion, some notion of its final destination hoves into
view. ELEVEN is disrupted and discontinuous but its discontinuity is carefully considered.
Vibrant, chromatic chords – like those heard elsewhere in the Set – establish the initial
scene, but their radiance is unsettled by scurrying rhythmic figures that echo like fragmented
radio signals arcing into the night. As in all of these pieces, no tempo or dynamics are given
so performers are free to invent their own articulations which animate the musical figures
and create contrasts within the musical material.

TWELVE

In this final piece of Set for Piano only pitches and vertical groupings of pitches are notated.
No durations are specified so consequently there is no given rhythmic material. And, as with
all the other pieces in the Set, there are no directions for dynamics or tempo. The word



‘cadenza’, followed by a horizontal line, is inscribed halfway down the final page. No pitches
appear with this inscription but they reappear after the horizontal line and continue, as
before, to the end of the page. The notated pitches may be played in any order and at any
octave. They may be repeated, omitted or grouped in any way and for any purpose, perhaps
for the formation of chords, ostinati or rhythmic articulation. No total duration for the piece
is set or suggested and performances may begin and end at any point in the score. These
notes are free floating signs to be interpreted by the performer.

The absence of notated durations suggests an absence of time, as if these pitches are
somehow always present waiting for a performer to carve them out of the ether and lend
them shape and form. In this performance, Mary Dullea has purposefully created a clear
structure that includes spacious, open stillness, rippling, flowing lines and bold pianistic
statements. This configuration of the material was devised, worked through and then
executed for this CD. In another performance or with a different performer, TWELVE would
be entirely different; its open-ended possibilities define Non-Prescriptive Music.

©2012 Robert Worby
www.robertworby.com
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A GUIDE TO PERFORMANCE

of non-prescriptive scores by Eric Craven

The twelve pieces of the Set for Piano are in a compositional technique which I describe as Non-
Prescriptive. The objective of this process is to realign the historical relationships of the composer,
the performer and the performance.

This is achieved by allowing the performer licence to determine how the parameters that have
been omitted by the composer should be executed. The performer thus assumes a greater
responsibility in determining the outcome of the music, at the same time becoming an essential
component of the compositional process.

In pieces ONE - ELEVEN, several parameters: pitch, rhythm and duration are given. In piece
TWELVE, only one parameter, that of pitch, is offered. The performer is given comprehensive
ownership of the omitted parameters. Moreover, because the music is not fixed or prescribed, the
performer is able to explore different possible outcomes of the same piece.

Running through the Set are melodic, harmonic and rhythmic gestures and figures that appear and
reappear in varying disguises, lending unity to an otherwise quite contrasting collection of pieces.

Sharps and flats last for one bar unless altered within that same bar.
Where there are no bar lines as in TWELVE each individual note is as written.
The performer decides upon and determines the outcome of the interpretation of the given score
by making decisions as to how to implement and execute omitted parameters.

In pieces ONE to ELEVEN pitch, rhythm and duration are given.
It is left to the performer to determine:
Tempi : Dynamics : Phrasing : Pedalling : Articulation of the notes

In TWELVE only pitches are given and they may be played at any octave.
In addition to the above:
The pitches may be played in any order.
The pitches may be repeated or omitted.
The pitches may be grouped in anyway and for any purpose, e.g. for the formation of chords,
ostinati or rhythmic articulation.
Performances may commence and end at any point in the score.
The duration of the piece is determined by the performer.



THE PERFORMER’S PERSPECTIVE

by Mary Dullea

It has been an adventure and a great pleasure for me learning, and spending time with,
this Set for Piano. When Eric invited me to consider this project, he didn’t want to spend
too much time talking about the music itself and only gave me the most succinct
explanation of his ‘non-prescriptive’ style. It was clear from the outset that he intends the
notation, as he has distilled it, to speak for itself and invite the performer in.

As a performer, taking this notation and reaching a performance, I found that my practice
time was enlivened by this open-ended nature of what was required of me. It was more
than a liberty, experimenting with tempi, dynamics and articulation; I constantly tried new
things, reminded myself to push the boundaries and not always feel like I had settled on a
particular interpretation. Having said that, this recording is just one version of all those
possibilities. And every performance can and will be different. Of course performing any
repertoire is ‘in the moment’, and a spontaneity comes with that. This spontaneity in my
practice and preparation time has been most refreshing.

TWELVE deserves a special mention. Notation, which has been pared down to pitch can be
intimidating for players not accustomed to this freedom or willingness to improvise. This
Set is especially engaging in this way as the journey for listener and player alike makes
TWELVE feel like a natural culmination of the preceding movements.

Mary Dullea, 2012

In the spirit of the nature of this piece, a second interpretation of TWELVE recorded by
Mary Dullea is available as a digital download from most major providers such as iTunes
and Amazon, and from the Divine Art digital store.
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THE PERFORMER

Mary Dullea is from Cork, Ireland and studied at the Royal College of Music, London on the Edith
Best Scholarship. She has performed throughout Ireland, England, Europe, USA, Hong Kong, China
and South Africa as soloist and chamber musician. She has appeared at Brighton, Huddersfield,
Corsham, Aldeburgh, Petworth, Chichester, Fuse Leeds and Sound Scotland Festivals as well as
Belfast Festival at Queens, West Cork Music, Reggello International Festival, Lodi Festival and
Palazzo Albrizzi, Venice (Italy), Casa da Musica (Porto), Shanghai Oriental Arts Centre, London’s
Wigmore Hall and National Arts Festival (South Africa). Her many broadcasts include BBC Radio 3,
Radio 4, RTHK, RTÉ Lyric FM, WNYC, Radio New Zealand and Sky Arts, Irish, French, Austrian and
Italian television. She was the Irish pianist at EU 12 and 15 piano extravaganza concerts in Paris,
Brussels and Luxembourg. Concerto appearances include RTÉ Concert Orchestra, KZNPO (South
Africa) and the BBC commissioned piano concerto by Rob Keeley.

A sought-after interpreter of new music, Mary’s expansive repertoire covers the standard piano
literature as well as an ever-increasing amount of 20th- and 21st- century compositions, many of
which are dedicated to her, through extensive commissions and premieres, also notably with The
Fidelio Trio. CD releases include on NMC, Delphian Records, Altarus and Divine Art labels.
Forthcoming releases include a Piers Hellawell portrait CD on Delphian Records, the complete
Michael Nyman trios for MN Records and the complete music for violin and piano by Michael
Finnissy (with Darragh Morgan). She has been the curator of Soundings (annual new music festival)
at the Austrian Cultural Forum London since 2008.

Mary acknowledges the support of The Department of Tourism, Culture and Sport, The Arts Council
and Music Network through the Music Capital Scheme 2010. She holds a Masters degree in
Contemporary Music Studies from Goldsmiths College, University of London and her PhD in
Performance from the University of Ulster focused on repertoire incorporating the use of the inside
and the outside of the piano.

Mary is the Director of Performance at The University of Sheffield and is also on the teaching staff
of the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama.

www.marydullea.com



THE COMPOSER

Eric Craven spent his childhood in Moston, a part of Manchester disadvantaged by the epithet
‘disadvantaged’ like so many inner city areas where expectations and opportunities were (and in
some cases still are) extremely limited, as was also the case with my own home town of
Sunderland. The sad truth is that for most of the 20th century, family traditions in industrial areas of
going to work in coal mines, shipyards or other heavy industry – or of having no work – were still
prevalent, and often prevented young people with aspirations from realising their ambitions. In Eric
Craven’s case the life journey that he has undergone demonstrates just what can be achieved given
the qualities of determination, originality of thought and talent he so obviously possesses. His
triumph over adversity, his unassuming, quiet long-term progress and ultimate success can only
serve as an inspirational and motivational example for others to emulate.

Eric does not have a biography or CV hence my writing this note. He believes that he has much to
be modest about and has never sought publicity or celebrity, being content (or perhaps ‘resigned’)
to producing music for local performance and personal development. As a student he did not have
a particularly successful time at the Royal Manchester College of Music which he felt was too
conservative in musical terms, and found there little encouragement in pursuing his enquiries into
modern music. He spent over 25 years teaching mathematics and music in Manchester and during
this period he achieved a postgraduate degree with distinction. He was noted throughout the city
for his original ideas in the area of music curriculum development, introduced West Indian steel
bands to Manchester’s schools and, for ten years, conducted the very successful and popular
Manchester Showband. He also contracted cancer which prompted his early retirement from the
schoolteacher’s world and, as part of his recovery programme, took up cycling, an activity which
allowed him time to ponder on life and its quirks and oddities! When the illness subsided, he took
the opportunity to return to composition. He now spends six days a week in solitude honing,
without disruption, the skills which make him a special and valuable contributor to modern music.
He has preferred to immerse himself completely in his work, occasionally (as he puts it) emerging
into the sunlight to play clarinet in an experimental music ensemble, and as a member of the
Yorkshire CoMA Composers’ Group.

Eric has not actively sought much public performance of his work; however, on the rare occasions
that his music has been performed, it has been received with great appreciation by the audiences



and artists involved. There is now a growing interest from both amateur and professional musicians
and in academia with regard to the distinctiveness of the concept of his Non-Prescriptive music,
and the associated techniques which include elements of aleatorism, optional phrasing,
improvisation and open interpretation. None of these are in themselves new but they are here
presented in a particular fashion which is Eric Craven’s own.

It was our mutual friend and colleague, pianist Anthony Goldstone, who suggested that I listen to
Eric’s music; I did and was very impressed. I introduced the composer to Mary Dullea who was also
very impressed; the result is this album. I believe that it will demonstrate to the world of music that
here is a worthy and original voice and a valuable contribution to the modern repertoire.

© 2012 Stephen Sutton (CEO, Divine Art Group)
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